and hello to
everyone at

This i s me
and i am a

GRAPHIC
DESIGNER
I L L U S T R A TO R
among other things such as coffee addict,
blues music listener, sport fan, book reader,
experimental cook and bad guitar player.

I would like to be considered
for the position of:

which I found here:

Graphic Designer
The Real me:
I am looking for a design based role where I can utilise my existing skill set, take on a wealth
of new knowledge and develop myself further. Iʼm very competent working solo using my
own initiative, but it would also be great to be part of a fantastic
team of people, where together we can accomplish further success.
Most recently I worked for a start up company where I was initially brought on as a
production assistant, after a short time I realised the company was lacking a succinct visual
direction which resulted in my promotion. The new role involved creating, coordinating and
improving all of the companyʼs visual output. This meant grabbing the ʻdesign bullʼ by its
horns and as a result I created lots of great visuals, such as the logo and
promotional image for the London Labour Film Festival, all of the
illustrated assets for a number of animated films, infographics, brand and
campaign identity, web mailers and the companyʼs visual development.
I fully immerse myself in my work and always try to go that extra mile; I
adapt quickly to new situations/ requirements and strive to succeed. Having
good negotiation and deliberation skills allows me to ensure tasks are
completed efficiently and to a high standard.

AND LASTLY...
Along with my design background I have experience writing copy for the vintage lighting
company Mimime, as well as photographing and retouching the imagery for their product
range and designing the packaging. I was also the Official Photographer for the London
Labour Film Festival. As I initially started out studying Photography this is another element
that I can bring to the table.
Not only am I proficient with still imagery but I have also shot moving image and have
experience in editing. I have knowledge of HTML coding, Dreamweaver and have recently
been testing and experimenting with HTML5 animation for web banners/adverts. I am able
to work with a variety of equipment and in different media areas while keeping focus on the
end product and delivering exceptional results.
I am able to start work from the 13th May.

Thank you for taking the time to review my application

SEE MY PORTFOLIO
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jamesbur tondesign@gmail.com
jamesbur tondesign.tumblr.com
Unit 2, 6 Tudor Road, London, E9 7SN

